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Weakly Aligned Multi-instance Local Features 

Object Representation 

For this motivation we call our method ALIEN, Appearance Learning In Evidential 
Nuisance, since it is based on the physical observation that if the object is 

reasonably convex, known critical nuisance factors which cannot be neutralized, 
can be managed based on multiple instances of features selected and updated 

according to a weak global shape model.  
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Additional information describing the arrangement object/context 
features is specified according to the transitive property: 

Features are removed performing set-wise difference between the 
matching indexes: 

Object/Context Appearance Update 

Appearance Learning 
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The training example 

Features shape density 
after weak alignment  

(2D histogram) 

object/context ambiguous features,  

object/context boundary features, 

 features belonging to occluding objects.  

The features in         may originate from:  

Hence occlusion is detected when: 

Occlusion Detection 

The space time context is used to intercept possible occluders: the 
tracker is vulnerable to failures when the appearance of an occluders 
persistently added to the object template 

To prevent an improper update, occlusion is 
detected before updating the template. 
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FaceHugger 
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VISUAL OBJECT TRACKING 
Tracking arbitrary objects in unconstrained environment by simply 

specifying a single (one-shot) training example at run-time. 

 
CHALLENGES 

Illumination, shadow, occlusion, viewpoint, clutter, 
translucent reflective material, camera sensor noise, motion 

blur, sensor quantization. 

 
THE KEY IDEA 

Our method has been inspired by studying the effects of Scale 
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) when applied to objects assumed 

to be flat even though they aren’t. We argue that positive 
performance is intrinsically in the multiview local appearance 

representation. 

 
HOW AND WHY IT WORKS 

Deviations from flatness induce nuisance factors that act on the 
feature representation in a manner for which no general local 

invariants can be computed. Hence deviations are (over)-represented 
through multiple instances of the same features.  

 
DOWNLOAD 

 http://www.micc.unifi.it/pernici/ 


